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MINNEAPOLIS/KANSAS CITY SPREADS FINALLY BROKE OUT 
LAST WEEK! SEE FIRST CHART BELOW. 

Posted on 7/9/2014 6:11:14 AM 

  

Higher for oats and rough rice while lower for corn, soybeans, soybean meal, soybean oil, Minneapolis, 
Kansas City and Chicago wheat. I really hate to say 'I told you so' but the drop in the grain complex had to 
happen based on the fundamentals even if I like to trade off the technicals for timing purposes. 
Minneapolis and KC made their worst lows and closes since February 14th while Chicago made a new 
contract low and close even with many traders buying wheat against corn and beans. I never understood 
why the market couldn't see 'the forest through the trees' before the grain complex started to collapse. 
We're still way too high in my opinion. The only shortage we have is in the meat complex and that's not 
bullish for the grains! On the other side of the coin, the December  Minneapolis/ KC spreads broke out to 
the upside finally settled over -15 last week and continues to approach even money. I will now look at 
placing Dec. Minneapolis/KC spreads on setbacks. CALL ME FOR DETAILS!  Oats(Dec.) have retraced 
lately but continue to look bullish now buoyed by strong looking support area from 335 down to the 324 
area, They should continue higher overall since I don't see much in the way of resistance overhead. Rice 
(Sept.) continues to look very bearish overall even after retracing higher over the last 1 1/2 weeks. Its 
nearest resistance remains above 1380 and then little else until the 1425 area. New crop corn continues 
to look very weak making another new CONTRACT LOW AND CLOSE now below an important support 
area. HOWEVER. KEEP IN MIND THAT AS LONG AS THE DECEMBER CONTRACT STAYS ABOVE 
400, WE SHOULD CONTINUE TO SEE CHOPPY ACTION. DON'T BUY RALLIES OR SELL BREAKS 
AT THIS TIME. Don't forget around 75% of corn goes into feed down from 85% before ethanol was thrust 
upon us and the cattle herds are at 50-60 year lows not to mention what the hog virus did to the hog 
population. ALSO, IN MY OPINION, NEW CROP BEANS NEEDED TO REMAIN ABOVE 1200 AND 
MEAL 340 which didn't happen for the former in a big way. Get set for a much bigger drop in the bean 
complex like in the wheat and corn. Both have been looking toppy for some time and the last grain reports 
confirmed what I have been saying all along. I don't see much support below for the beans (worst low and 
close since Feb.) and oil (worst low and close since late Jan.) below but the meal (lowest close since Feb. 
18th) does have strong looking support from 360 down to 340. New crop oil needs to hold the 38 area or 
else in my opinion and we did close at 3797!, Meal/oil spreads turned back in May which was a tip off of 
what's been happening also. BUY SIGNAL FOR OATS. SELL SIGNALS FOR MINEAPOLIS, KANSAS 
CITY AND CHICAGO WHEAT ALONG WITH CORN, ROUGH RICE SOYBEANS, SOYBEAN 
MEAL AND SOYBEAN OIL. CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional charts, quotes, news, commentary & 
more sign-up for a FREE 30-day trial to Market head.Com 
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